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Top ILWU Talks

Board Meet
To Weigh
Key Issues
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SAN FRANCISCO—Key issues
confronting the labor movement
and 1960 political perspective will
be discussed here when the ILWU'
Executive Board meets February
24, 25 and 26 with top local officials and field staff personnel in
attendance.

ILWU'S twelve locals in British Columbia held their 2nd Annual Convention in Van,
BC Convention couver January 28 and 29. Some of the platform activity is shown above. Left to
right, ILWU First Vice President and Director of Organization J. R. (Bob) Robertson addressing the delegates, Chairman W. Foulds of the Officers' Report Committee waiting to report, C. Pritchett, who chaired the convention, and T.
Mays, reporting for the Constitution Committee.

At

Local 6 Meet to
Draft Pay Demand
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU Local
6 will hold its annual constitutional
and wage convention Saturday,
March 5, starting 9 a.m., at 150
.
Golden Gate Avenue.
Local 6 officers said these basic
issues were expected to highlight the
convention:
•The union's wage demand which is
open for negotiation on April 1 under
its contract with the distributors.
•The union's position on the Kennedy Act, including possible impact
of the law on the local's bargaining
position.
•Development of relations with the
labor movement and the community
at large.
Local 6 President Charles Duarte
will open the convention with a report on the state of the union. A
budget report will be made and discussed. The usual Constitutional revisions and suggestions are also
expected.
Local 17 of the Secramento area
will send a delegation to participate
in the wage discussion.

ILWU in Canada Embarks
n
On Organizing Campaig
could

VANCOUVER, BC---The ILWU Canadian Area mapped plans at its second annual convention here January 28
and 29 to spur organizing of the unorganized throughout British Columbia
in cooperation with other unions.
With attention focused on workers
within the ILWU jurisdiction, many of
them organized in other unions, the
convention instructed the incoming
area executive committee "to call a
conference of all unions concerned, with
the idea of endeavoring to organize a
campaign of bringing the wages and
conditions of these other unions into
line with that of ILWU."
PROGRESS BAILED
President Craig Pritchett of the Ca, nadia.n area ILWU was able to report
substantial growth during the past
year, with 2,500 workers now organized
into 12 locals in six ports..
J. R. Robertson, ILWU international
first vice president, declared that the
Canadian area "has made relatively
greater progress in organizing than
any other section of our union."
Robertson urged an all-out organizing ,drive in conjunction with other
unions. Jurisdictional questions, he,em-

be settled after the
phasized,
workers are organized. •
He declared that it was essential to
org.aniZe.the unorganized if ILWU was
to meet the. mechanization problem on
the waterfront which is spreading.
throughout Canadian ports.
US DOMINATION'SCORED
Robertson noted that the area council has pulled the separate locals
together and has increased ILWU economic and political strength.
Contrasting the autonomy extended
by ILWU to its locals and affiliates
with the tight control exercised by
many AFL-CIO international unions,
he condemned "domination of Canada
from the US, whether by labor, 6,10ness or high finance."
"It is high time," he said, "for Canadians to recognize the need for reclaiming Canada for Canadians."
MASTER CONTRACT FAVORED
In a major move to strengthen the
ILWU bargaining position, the convention went on record "that a master
negotiating committee be formed at
once, for the purpose of negotiating all
ILWU contracts." In the past, each
(Continued on Page 6)

Morse Runs Strong in Oregon Polls
SALEM, Ore.—Senator Wayne Morse
(D.-Ore.) will walk away with the Democratic (presidential primary in this
state in May, if polls conducted recently by two Oregon newspapers are
an indication.
One of the papers, The Oregon Statesman, published here, in the state's
strongest Republican county, is Republican. The other news sheet, The World,
is one of the state's very few Democratic papers, and polled readers in an
area which is traditionally Democratic
—Coos and Curry counties.
Both polls gave Morse a landslide
vote to win.
The Statesman listed six Democrats:
Morse, John Kennedy, Adlai Stevenson,
Lyndon Johnson, Hubert Humphrey,
and Stuart Symington. Its ballot box
question was:"Whom, among potential
Democratic candidates, •do you favor
for president?" -

With both Democrats and Republicans responding, the total for Morse
was 50.37 percent of the Democratic
ballots; and 19.23 percent of the Republicans'.
Kennedy, with 21.80 percent of the
Democratic vote; and 30.76 percent of
the Republican, was runner-up. No
other candidate had a look-in.
In Coos Bay, The World listed two
Republican possibilities, Nelson Rockefeller, and Richard Nixon, as well as
the six.Democrats who figured in The
Statesman's poll.
The combined vote gave Morse 34.8
percent of the total ballots cast; with
Nixon next, with 18.9 percent; and
Kennedy third, with 14.3 percent.
Many participants sent notes explaining their choice. A Coos Bay reader
wrote: "I would, of course, rather vote
for Hoover than either of the two above
Republicans."

Typical of comment here: "If the
Democrats want to lose my vote, just
run Kennedy!"
"Morse, because he is the only senator who has the nerve to vote his mind."
"Morse—would Oregon rather have
'the man of steel,' or the man of the
people?"
Morse, now an avowed candidate for
favorite son nomination, said, following
the state Democratic convention here,
he had no choice "but to take the issues
to the people."
He has entered the District of Columbia primary, and may also enter
the Wisconsin primary, he said

In letters to locals and to regional
directors and international representatives ILWU officers said:
"In addition to the regular work of
the Board, we intend to have board discussion of some of the key issues confronting the ILWU and the labor movement. These will include political perspectives for 1960, the outlook for the
labor movement, our relations with the
Teamsters and the, matter of Overseas
delegations. Other items might be
added as well."
Locals up and down the yVest Coast
and in Hawaii have been urged to send
one or more of their principal officers
to participate.
Members of the ILWU Board are
President .Harry Bridges, First Vice
President J. R. (Bob) Robertson, Second Vice President Germain l3ulcke,
Secretary-Treasurer Louis Goldblat t,
Frank M. Andrews and John Maletta,
representing Puget Sound and Alaska;
Charles (Chile) Duarte, Henry Schmidt
and Frank E. Thompson, Northern
California; William S. Lawrence and
William B. -Piercy, Southern California; Kameo Ichimura, Joe (Blur)
Kealalio. and Yoshinobu Shinsato, Hawaii; Charles Ross, Oregon and Columbia River, and Langford L. Mackie,
Canada.

Candy Strike
At Safeway
Wins Backing
SAN JOSE—Digging in for the third
week of their strike against Safeway
Stores, Inc., about 250 ILWU Local 6
members at the company's candy plant
here were receiving solid support from
other units of their union and from the'
rest of the labor movement.
Local 6 picket lines at the plant are
being respected by the Teamsters, Machinists and Operating. Engineers.
Members of the Railroad Brotherhoods
refused to move out cargo, but railroad
cars were operated by supervisory personnel.
San Francisco and Oakland Safeway
plants, organized by Local 6, and the
Sacramento plant, organized by Local
17, have protested to topside company
management against refusal to negotiate a contract with the San Jose unit.
ILWU units at these plants have
requested to be represented at sessions
set between the company and Local 6 by
the Conciliation Service. They want to
(Continued on Page 8)

Who Said It?
If you are going to be lynched, try like hell to hold the mob
off /until an election year.
(Turn to back page for name of author)
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Flesh, Blood and Machines

THE BEAM
By Harry Bridges
URING all the years of the cold war the ILWU pointed out
that the AFL-CIO label on the foreign policies of Truman,
Acheson and Dulles helped, more than anything else, to sell these
policies to the working people overseas. Without the endorsement
of Meany and Reuther, the whole program would have begun to
come apart much sooner.

D

Meany and Reuther have taken it upon themselves to decide
which foreign labor movements should or should not be approved.
They have belabored the unions affiliated to the International
Confederation of Trade Unions for "going soft on Communism"
in exactly the same way the Pentagon and State Department criticize the NATO powers. On the other band, for those unions which
play ball there seem to be limitless funds, distributed either
through the ICFTU or through the AFL-CIO's own roaming ambassadors in Europe, Asia and Africa.
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Recently at the ICFTU Congress in Brussels the AFL-CIO
leaders challenged both the British unions and the heads of the
icyru itself for not doing enough to help the African unions.
According to Meany, the British were "paternalistic" and imposing strings on the financial aid given the African trade unions.
But there's- good grounds for believing that Meany was motivated in these criticisms by more than solidarity and brotherhood
for the African workers. After all, he hasn't displayed this kind
of concern in other parts of the world, why in Africa? Ian Mikardo,
a Labor Party Member of the British Parliament, recently suggested what might be behind Meany's position when he charged
that:
"The American unions are acting as the spearhead of
United, States foreign policy in Africa, which the Americans
are hoping to 'mop up' by the methods they used in Southeast Asia. The State Department's policy for Africa is based
on two motivations (1) anti-Communism; and (2) anti-British imperialism which is merely a cover for improving the
position of American business in Africa against British competition."

THERE'S a whole new world in the making;
"I spend a lot of time computing my chances
I a world of wheels, button switches, and elec- to get a job as a common laborer."
trical impulses, vacuum tubes, mathematical,
And they are?
"Nil. Too many unemployed ahead of me with
philosophic and moralistic computers, machines
seniority."
to do the work, machines to tell the machine
what work to do and how . to do it, and machines to tell one machine what to tell the other
.machine,and (who knows?) maybe a machine to THE MACHINE AGE is marching upon us
collect, compute and deposit the profits and anwith unbelievable rapidity and maybe that
other to set up proper, tax-free trust funds to is the reason the "official" labor movement has
provide for fitting out the lattle machines and been afflicted with such immobility that it has
not even begun to consider or even seriously to
prepare them for the grind ahead.
Finally the existing machines may develop the discuss a program to meet it. Our own union
ultimate reasoning machine to make the final de- is an exception, as it has so often been. When
cision that flesh and blood are no longer neces- mechanization struck us in Hawaii we fashioned
and fought through a program which in small
sary to the welfare of the machine world.
Thus will the elements, the oil and the metals part met the impact. And long ago our longanti_ the atom achieve revenge and final triumph. shore division, though not yet fully hit by
Man will have met his master in his own crea- mechanization,saw the portents of it and shaped
tion, and he will die with no more than the com- a program with the result that we have now in
forting thought that the machine, too, in due the present longshore contract the first solid
time will outsmart itself and be succeeded by recognition of the principle that labor is entitled
other monsters fashioned of its own cleverness. to share in the benefits of the machine.
Of these things we can be proud, but not completely happy. We have. been able in part to
THIS GRIM FANTASY need only alarm us if cushion the impact, but the total problem bei the present laissez faire with respect to longs to the national community and we have not
mechanization continues. The question is: can the power to solve it. We are not in position to
we control the machine and make it a means of do anything about the youngster out of school,
harvesting the vast resources of the world for ready for the work force but displaced by the
the common good, to the end that we may enjoy machine before he can be placed. And we canabundance, purposeful leisure, security, and the not force employment in our industry for those
cast out by other industries.
delights of education and culture?
The complete political disinterest in the probAnybody ready to answer the question? Yes,
you over there; please state your occupation, lem can be traced directly to Meany, Reuther
and their fellow "labor statesmen." They stick
and make it brief.
"I'm a manufacturer. The last few years I their heads in the sand, but we have faith that
have been plowing back most of my profits into the rank and file will find the range on their exmachines. These machines are beginning to pay posed posteriors and force action on labor's
off—and, well, damn it all, I made the invest- prime problem. The problem won't go away. It
ment and I think I'm entitled to reap the reward has to be solved.
and the people laid off just got to make natural
,
adjustment and be absorbed in other industries.
aii-vo
I feel sorry and all that, but—"
What other industries?
"I don't know exactly. I guess it's up to them,
Published by the leiter/Minna, longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union
some industry of their own choice—that's one
thing, we got a free country where a man can
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THERE is no \question that the British, Scandinavian and other
1 members of the ICFTU are disturbed by the way the AFL-CIO
has used its dollars to keep as many foreign unions as possible in
the cold war, anti-negotiation position of the American labor
leaders. One of the results of this domination has been that the
unions in the ex-colonial countries are more and more trying to
set up neutral labor federations, affiliated to neither the ick—ru
nor the World Federation of Labor. Thus there is now an All-Arab
Labor Federation, an African Labor Federation and a newlyformed Afro-Arab body as well. But neutrality in the eyes of
Meany is joining the camp of the enemy. After all, he once refused
to meet Indian leader Pandit Nehru on the grounds that his neutrality made him an ally of communism and an enemy of the
United States.
The Cuban unions are the latest to be labeled "bad" by the
AFL-CIO. According to AFL-CIO standards, proof of communist
control of the Cuban Congress of Labor was the decision to resign
from the US-dominated western hemisphere federation (a branch
of the ICFTU) and to push for an independent federation of Latin
American unions.
This blast against the Cuban unions, newly-freed from the
leadership imposed on them by Dictator Batista, is in sharp contrast with the previous friendly relations between the AFL-CIO
and the Batista labor leaders. When the old gang of cut-throats
and murderers were running the show in Cuba and draining millions from the pockets of the workers into private bank accounts
outside the country, AFL-CIO leaders had no hesitancy in travelling to Cuba to . be wined and dined, to speak at so-called labor
conventions, and generally to give their blessings to Batista's
labor front. But now that the Cuban workers have taken over
control of the unions and are beginning to operate them in their
own interest, the AFL-CIO has turned thumbs down.

IT SOUNDS like our experience in 1934 all over again. We were
told ba'ck then that we were Reds, or acting that way, when all
we were after was a living wage and a hiring hall. We believe
that the Cuban unions should be judged by the kind of program
they follow in behalf of their members, and not by the standards
laid down by the AFL-CIO in Washington, D. C.
"Free unions," according to Meany and Reuther, are unions
which are willing to take orders from the AFL-CIO. And this is
becoming harder and harder to sell. In the long run they won't
be any more successful in determining which overseas unions are
or are not legitimate than they have been in doing the same thing
here at home.
The ILWU has always insisted that international labor solidarity means support for any union which is fighting to advance the
interests of the rank and file. We don't expect foreign unions to
be modeled after ours, nor do we think they need our advice or
guidance on how to do the best job for their members. When we
see unions fighting for the most elementary security and gains,
we are ready to give them a hand,and no further questions asked.
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Showdown Near on Capitol Hill

some 200 signatures on a discharge peWASHINGTON, D. C. — The long- tition. With only 19 more names needed
awaited showdown on civil rights ap- to bring a bill to the floor, Dixiecrat
peared to be in the making for this Howard Smith, head of the Rules unit,
month as an election-minded Congress bowed to the pressure and scheduled
stepped up the pace of its legislative hearings.
activity.
What liberals feared was a maneuver
In the House, the first- breakthrough by Smith to clear the rights bill under
on the explosive rights issue came when a rule that would limit action on
the Rules Committee, where a mild amendments, particularly a proposal on
bill has reposed since last August, voting rights.
agreed to hold hearings for the purpose
PROVISIONS OUTLINED
of clearing a measure for floor action.
The bill pending in the Rules ComOn the Senate side, the leadership is mittee, HR 8601, is only a minimum
preparing to open debate about mid- measure. It would:
month. The battle in this chamber, •Make obstruction of court orders for
most observers agree, is likely to be school desegregation a Federal crime.
crucial to the final outcome.
•Require preservation of voting recBIPARTISAN PUSH GAINS
ords for two years and permit inspecHeartening advocates of a "mean- tion by the Justice Department upon
ingful" bill are indications that a bipar- written request.
tisan push is developing around a •Make it a Federal crime to cross state
proposal to provide additional govern- lines to avoid prosecution for bombing
ment machinery for the protection of any building or vehicle.
minority voting rights in Southern •Authorize the Government to provide
educational facilities for children of
states.
Representative Emanuel Celler, a military personnel where public schools
key leader for strong legislation in the were closed to avoid integration.
As civil rights moved into the center
House, endorsed an Administration
plan for the use of court-appointed ref- of the Congressional stage, there were
erees, where needed, to give Negroes these other main actions on Capitol
the right to register and vote. In ex- Hill:
The Senate, by a 54-35 vote, approved
plaining his endorsement of a Republican proposal in an election year, an a two-year, $1.8 billion aid-to-education
unusual step for a Democrat, Celler program, making Federal funds availsaid:
"When it comes to civil rights, partisan politics must take a back seat."
Senator Thomas Hennings, a top figure in shaping civil rights legislation
NEW YORK — The Congress of
in the Senate, lent additional strength
to a bipartisan approach. He announced Racial Equality (CORE) has launched
his intention to combine the best fea- a national campaign to crack the color
tures of the Administration plan with line in employment on the nation's
an earlier Democratic proposal that major airlines.
A leaflet published by CORE decalled for the use of Federal registrars.
clared, "In their hiring policies AmerREGISTRAR PLAN BACKED
are still earth-bound. Dis-..The registrar program, originally ica's airlines
recommended by the Civil. Rights Com- crimination because of color is the
mission, has been. generally endorsed order of the day, with but few excep•
by most Democratic liberals and organ- tions."
Only national airline to break the
izations sparking the campaign for a
rights bill this year. However, it is color line on its flight crew is TWA
widely recognized here that a partisan
split on this question might be disastrous.
Celler and Hennings have apparently
HOLLYWOOD — Stanley Kramer,
been won over to the basic idea of the
referee plan on the point that it em- leading independent producer who has
braces both federal and state elections, made such films as On The Beach and
thus guaranteeing the full right of the The Defiant Ones, announced February
8 that he will defy an American Legion
franchise.
Whatever the exact nature of the drive to maintain the blacklist in the
final proposal, which will undoubtedly movie industry.
Martin B. McKneally, national combe written by the Democratic majority,
it is now clear that the issue of voting mander of the American Legion, derights will be a central feature of the clared that the Legion was opening a
"war of information" to combat what
floor debates.
The initial break in the blockade of he termed "a renewed invitation 'of
civil rights by the House Rules Com- American filmdom by Soviet-indoctrinated artists."
mittee came as liberals had collected
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Lettersto the Editor

Chances Brighten for Civil Rights
Action in Election-Minded Congress
(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)
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Unemployment Contrast

Editor: The stewards and executive
council meeting of Local 6 recently
addressed by Lou Goldblatt was interesting and informative, and also well
able for school construction and teach- attended. The questions were good, and
the answers more than satisfied the
ers' salaries.
audience. But there was one point that
on
Highlight of the 'Senate debate
have been more thoroughly conshould
this proposal, which .will probably': be
trasted, and that is unemployment. It
tie-.
a
Was
House,
the
in.
trimmed down
would seem that such a simple problem
breaking vote by. Vice-President Nicon
have been taken care of long
would
that finally killed am even more.,generago in the United States. I don't know
Demliberal
by
ous measure sponsored
how long ago the Russians took care
ocrats.
but they definitely did. When
of _this,
•
Action on school aid came after .the we consider
the wages lost, the families
Senate overwhelmingly approved a broken up and the misery caused by
three-part constitutional amendment to unerhployment, we are going to relinabolish poll taxes, grant District of quish- our position as the world's leadColumbia residents voting rights in ing country unless we take care of this
Presidential elections, and providing problem.
for appointment of congressmen if a
SAM KRATZMAN
majority of House members -are killed
Local 6 executive board member
in a national disaster. This proposal
San Francisco
now goes to the House, where its fate
is uncertain.
Who Is Larry Wing?
LIBERALS GOOF
Editor: As usual our international
In the House, without debate or discontinues to be the best in the
paper
sent, legislators approved the Walter
this writer's opinion.
bill to revive the industrial security field, at least in
this letter is to ask,
for
reason
One
program, covering 3 million employees
of private defense plants, which was "who is Larry Wing?" Is he a fellow
struck down last June by the Supreme member? His cartoons are certainly
Court.
good, and give a true picture as well
Asked why the Walter proposal, au- as a humorous one, of what goes on
thorizing the use of faceless informers during the working day. Keep him
and other witch-hunting procedures, drawing, we can always use a laugh.
had passed without opposition, a liberal
The other reason for writing is to
opponent explained simply: "We
ask, "why must our delegates' pictures
goofed."
adorn each article reporting on their
trip?" Granted that they are good and
intelligent-looking men, both myself
and others in:Local 12 would just as
soon see some' pictures that they may
have taken of other things while on
which has hired a Negro stewardess.
their trip. The reports are interesting
American Airlines and United Air and it is hoped that some of them may
Lines still follow discriminatory em- make a trip up here in the near future
for a first hand report to our memberployment policies, CORE charged.
CORE is a national organization, ship.
The spread on "The Fifties" (Janwith headquarters at 38 Park Row,
New York, which is active in seeking uary 15) was excellent.
MARSHALL GROB
to break the color line in employment,
Local 12, North Bend
voting, schools and restaurants. It has
(Larry Wing is a San Francisco
published a pamphlet, Cracking the
Color Line, which tells the story of its longshoreman on the B list of ILIVU
Local 10.—Ed.
activities.

Campaign Pressed to Break Color Line
In Employment on Nation's Airways

Film Producer Defies Legion Dictates
McKneally specifically assailed
Kramer for having hired Nedrick
Young to write the script of Inherit
The Wind. Young was a co-author of
The Defiant Ones.
While Hollywood producers usually
knuckle under to the Legion, Kramer
said flatly he would hire any writer he
pleased, regardless of "past affiliations,
or suspected affiliations."
"The American Legion," Kramer
said,"is weighingg-a procedure in which,
literally, the end justifies the means.

This is as totally un-American as anything I can imagine."
Kramer criticized the movie industry
for yielding to-pressures from the Legion and other right-wing groups. He
said the movie industry is "the most
frightened and easily intimidated of
any major industry."
The Legion has been alarmed by-resistance in Hollywood against the
blacklist. Producer Otto Preminger announced recently he had hired blacklisted writer Dalton Trumbo to do the
script of Exodus.

AMA About-Faces, Knifes World Health Research
Organized medicine "sometimes is .has no. geographic boundaries, for it is
accused of being against everything," truly an international science for the
an American Medical Association offi- benefit of everyone.
cial told a Senate Committee, ."but I
"Furthermore, we believe that only
am trying to accentuate the positive in through- coordinated effort can physithis situation here."
cians throughout the world bring to
The time was February, 1959. The their people and maximal health beneoccasion was a hearing before the La- fits that modern medicine can probor and Public Welfare Committee on vide. ...
"Physicians in America are interthe Health for Peace Bill, Senate Joint
Resolution 41, a proposal for increasing ested not only in exporting new develhealth research at the international opments in the art and science of
level. The speaker was Dr. Gunnar medicine, but we also are equally anxGundersen, then president of AMA, ious Ito import new techniques and disspeaking in behalf Of AMA to offer full coveries by our colleagues in other
support to the international research countries.
program.
"Worldwide progress in medicine can
Resolution 41 has since joined the. continue in the future only through the
ranks of proposals for social progress free exchange.of ideas between medical
which organized medicine's officialdom scientists in all countries. .. . There is
is against. The about-face back to the a growing recognition that medicine,
old negative stand came at an AMA with its resources and influence fully
House of Delegates meeting in Dallas mobilized, can perhaps do more for
just a few months after the positive world peace than the billions of dollars
being poured into armaments. ...
talk.
Dr. Gundersen had first told the Sen"I believe that Senate Joint Resoluators, in part:
tion 41, 86th Congress, will provide an "Our association feels that medicine important way in which the United

States can contribute to the health and
well-being of our own citizenry and of
all the peoples of the world:...
"The American Medical Association
offers its full support and assistance in
the establishment of the National Advisory Council for International Medical Research and the National Institute
for Medical Research, proposed by Senate Joint Resolution 41. .
"Whatever we do to promote good
health also will promote peace in the
world."
Committee Chairman Lister Hill (D.,
Ala.) said it was most gratifying to
have this "fine support" and that Dr.
Gundersen's statement would be published in the Congressional Record, so
that:
"The people may have a better understanding of what you (AMA) are doing
and the approach that you are taking
toward these problems."
The Committee approved the Health
for Peace Bill, the Senate voted for it
by 63 to 17 in May, and House action
is due in the current sessi6n.
There hasn't been much publicity yet

on AMA's Dallas reversal. The House
of Delegates there adopted a statement,
saying, in part:
"This type of legislation should be
delayed until an over-all assessment
can be made of proposals which are
presently before Congress dealing with
domestic and international medical research.
"It is suggested that a study also be
made of the research and investigations
now being conducted in the field Of
medical research by all groups, both at
home and abroad."
There's no indication in the Dallas
statement of anything specific happening to account for the about-face. Dallas delegates said they believed the
"proposed legislation is vague."
But in the Senate testimony the
AMA president had mentioned the
"careful study" already given the proposal then.
There is a difference between a study
designed to produce useful information
and a delaying tactic, just as there's a
difference between being for needed
legislation and being "against every.
thing."
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Y VISITING the ports- of Baku, Odessa, Ilyitch and
Leningrad, our delegation was able to obtain a
broad scale impression of various kinds of port facilities and methods of operation. In addition to the substantial foreign maritime trade passing through these
ports, the USSR also maintains an enormous inland
river transport system which was not then in operation because the rivers were frozen.
Baku is the principal port on the Caspian Sea, and
not only serves the areas around this inland sea, but
also functions as a terminal port for river traffic from
the Volga and Ural Rivers. Odessa is the principal
port on the Black Sea. It is the main southern port
handling shipping which flows through the Mediterranean. Ilyitch is a 'subsidiary of Odessa, originally
designed to handle bulk cargoes but expanding intogeneral cargo as well. Leningrad is the major port
in the northern area of the USSR and has access to
the Baltic, northern Europe, the North Sea and the
North Atlantic.
Facilities in these ports varied from fair to outstanding. In many cases it was a study in contrast— ancient equipment alongside brand new machines. The
same was true of the vessels in these ports. There is a
shortage of machinery, shipping space and warehousing.
It is difficult to have a clear picture of the port
facilities without an understanding of the damage done
during the war, the expanding economy of the USSR
and the continuous complaint of the shortage of labor.
Odessa, for example, was taken by the Nazis. What
they did not destroy, the Russians dismantled or
blew up as part of their scorched earth policy. Leningrad was under siege by the German Army for 900
days. Naturally the port was a prime military target
and under almost continuous bombing. In both places
the ports had been rebuilt from scratch.
The use of shoreside cranes is the primary method
of loading and discharging cargo. In the case of bulk
cargoes, automatic types of equipment and the storage
facilities with which we are familiar are being rapidly
introduced. There is no doubt that shoreside cranes
afford many advantages in cargo handling. They are
faster, safer, there is no dependence on the varying
quality of ship's gear and, of course, they cover a much
wider radius on dockside. We saw shoreside cranes
discharging logs and swinging them onto a large stockpile on the dock area. The same was true with other
commodities, such as bales. In situations of open
storage, cranes obviously provide an enormous advantage over ships' gear.
In only one case did we see ship's gear used to discharge cargo. This was on an old steam-schooner type
vessel on one of the docks away from the main center
of operations in Odessa. The operation was slow and
cumbersome.
Fork lifts are commonplace in all the ports we
"visited. We saw few hand-trucks and four-wheel trailers. We saw no pull-jitneys.
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Automated Grain
Elevator in Baku
IN BAKU a completely automated grain elevator was
under construction. It could be used for the discharge of the vessel or barge, storage of grain, and
loading into railroad cars. Presently, discharge of
grain is done with clams operated by cranes.
We were particularly impressed by a log unloading
device of prongs that overlapped around the load. The
logs being handled were out of a very large barge
which provided a wide hatch opening. The machine
was able to pick up some 10 to 12 logs at a time,
from 12 to 14 inches in diameter and 18 to 20 feet
long. These were swung around and left on a stock
pile. In the handling of logs, we also saw an operation •
in Odessa which amounted to a package load. In that
case the logs 'had come in with chains around them,
were unloaded by crane and stacked on the dock.
The warehouse facilities in Baku'were only fair and
with serious shortcomings in terms of loading space.
There were no railroad sidings to permit direct access
into the car, nor were there truck platforms for the

This Russian device is a frame winch with comblike grabs and is used for unloading cargo of sacks
from the hatch. It picks up two sacks at a time.

This part II of the extended report of the
recent ILWU delegation to Czechoslovakia
and the Soviet Union becomes the first of a
series on port operations and the use of machinery in cargo handling in the USSR,and
provides background for later discussion of
the operation of the Sea and River Workers
nion. The delegates reporting are ILWU
Secretary- Treasurer Louis Goldblatt, CLRC
ember L.B.Thomas and Local 10 Chief Dispatcher Mike Samaduroff.

change ratio of 4 to 1, then 1,200 rubles would figure
out to $300 and a meal such as was served at the
cafeteria would be $1.
Before we left the port area we also examined the
office of the safety engineer who is a full time employee under the supervision of the union and the
port administration. There was a great deal of poster
and educatiOnal.material on safety available. We were
told that the workers have the right to stop work
.if the job is unsafe and apparently this right is exercised.

These cranes, hung 8 pairs at a time on a special
frame, are used for loading bales of cotton.
same purpose. Instead, a large metal platform was
moved by machine to the door of the car or back of
the truck. A lift-jitney would place the cargo on the
metal platform and the car gangs would pick it up
from there.
In the same port we noted a comparatively new
warehouse. Construction was fair. The cargo in almost
all cases was on pallet boards, and fork lifts were
used almost throughout. However, the warehouse had
only a few doors instead of using all the area between
'the building posts for rollaway doors. We pointed this
out to union and port officials who were with us and
explained how the use of the maximum number of
doors would expedite the flow of cargo. They were
impressed with our comments and'remarked that this
was the kind of suggestion that they try to encourage
from the workers and for which they pay bonuses. •
As to working personnel, we noticed that checking
was done entirely by women. Many of the equipment
drivers were women, including the crane operators.
Men did the heavy work and most of the fork lift
drivers were men. This was true in other ports as well.
The longshore gangs semed quite young in their late
twenties or thirties--the older men having moved on to
mechanized jobs. Chances are, also, that in view of
the incentive system in the handling of cargo, that
.men of the same age group would tend to 'work as a
unit.
In Baku we stopped at a medical clinic which wa§
attached to the dock area with a doctor and nurse in
charge:In addition there wa a dental office as well,
and a longshoreman was having his.teeth fixed during
his work break. The convenience of this sort of a setup
is-apparent and we gathered from talking to the union
personnel that they try to work things out so that
dental appointments can be coordinated with the rest
periods of the workers.
In addition there was a large cafeteria connected
with this dock. For lunch they were serving hot meals,
including soups and meat courses. -The cost of a full
meal -ran approximately four rubles; this compares
with the monthly earnings of the longshoremen of
between 1;200 and 1,400 rubles..If you use the .ex-

Emphasis on Safety
Prevails in Ports
HE EMPHASIS on safety prevailed in all the ports
we visited. In Odessa work had stopped most of
one day because of high winds off the Black Sea. Each
of the cranes had a device- at the top which measured
wind velocity; when winds get too strong, the device
automatically shuts off the crane. Cranes have been
stopped with a load in mid-air and remained stopped
until the winds died down. In Lenipgrad there was an
enormous neon sign at the entrance of the port area—
the sign urged the workers to work safely.
In addition special work clothing is supplied to the
men on the job, including special boots and heavy
clothing and gloves for certain types of cargo as well
as for cold weather.
- In each port we visited there was continuous emphasis on the experimentation and introduction of new
cargo devices. All types of inducements are offered to
the workers, including bonuses, premiums and special
honors for proposing faster, safer and easier methods
of getting the job done.
If a worker or a group of workers think they have
hit upon an idea to improve cargo handling, they will
be assigned special technicians and engineers to help
them perfect the idea.
There is a category of worker caller an "innovator."
He is not a true inventor and, generally, is not- an
engineer. In many cases he is a worker on the job
who also experiments with new machinery. We saw
a couple of such innovators at work in Leningrad.
They had been spending many months trying to perfect a machine which would handle sacks. They had
worked out a device with a series of fine needle-like
.grabs which could pick up sacks either in loading or
discharge. We saw the machine demonstrated on the
dock and while it seemed to work fairly well, we
question whether the Machine wasn't too bulky for
use in the hold. We were told that the machine was
still in the experimental stage; that it would have to
be lightened considerably and made more mobBe before it could be put into general use. However': here
they were working on a device which would get rid of
one of the most back-breaking jobs in longshoring:
the handling of sacks. The two men working on the
machine Were longshoremen and this was their pet
project; they were spending a large part of their
working 'day on it.
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Workers Welcome New Machinery
HE WORKERS obviously welcome the machines.
We asked whether there wasn't a fear of job displacement by the machine and,repeated the same question a number of places. In each case we got the same
answer: there was a shortage of labor, the machine
got rid of the hard work, and the machine would
bring about a higher standarif of living and shorter :2
hours. The point is that these workers do consider
themselves part of a team which is building an economy that is theirs and whose fruits they will share. It
is not a question of whether they are right or wrong
or whether we agree or don't agree. The important
point is that this is what they believe and believe
very stro'ngly.
This explains treating the rpachine as a friend and
as the way to a better life. This attitude was also
evident in the amount of information which the workers on the job had about the production plans of the'
port, of the industry, and of the nation. They were
well informed and followed these figures the same
way we do baseball averages. during the season. We
found on all sides, even arriong workers stopped at :
random on the job to make sure we weren't getting
a guided tour.
Their pride in the machine and their ability to
handle it was like that of any good craftsman anywhere in the world. In Odessa we saw a young man
who recently developed a machine for handling rubber
bales—another tough and sometimes dangerous j6b.
This machine worked and it was practical: We saw
the same machine operated by a woman in Leningrad
where it was being used to load bales of crude rubber
into a freight car. .
In Ilyitch we talked to the operator of a coal discharge device. This was a machine that was used for
finishing off the discharge of coal or similar cargo.
It could be rigged up to a conveyor and the machine
itself had two large arms extending from a bed 'which
acted as automatic shovelers, shoveling the coal or
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This device is a side grab on a loader. It is used for
grabbing and piling up bales and boxes while loading
and unloading freight cars. The attachment hooks on
to the loaders.

ore onto the bed of the conveyor, and then moving it
onto a further device that took it out of the hold.
Chances are the machine was some adaptation from
coal mining.
Another interesting angle on the relation of the
worker to the machine is that the individual assigned
to a crane, fork lift or other piece of equipment is
responsible for _minor repairs, and maintenance as well
as efficient operation.
This fascination with the-machine and implicit faith
in its value to lighten the burden of 'work and bring
more leisure time and comfort to the people in the
country does give substance to that old Russian love
story: boy meets machine; girl meets machine; boy
meets girl. There-is an element of truth in this.
In Leningrad we were shown a machine, adapted
from a fork lift, for loading barrels. The barrels could
be picked up automatically and placed on top of each
'other and,stood up by the use of this.Machine. We
asked to'see a demonstration and they. had to chase
around the dock looking for the operator.: This turned
out to be a woman and she carried the key's to the machine with her. It was quite obvious that she wasn't
. gave us the
going to let anybody else drive it. She
demonstration and, unquestionably knew her job well.

Many Contrasts Seen
Between Old and New
I N ODESSA, as in Baku, we saw this contrast of old
and new. The port in the main, however, is much_
more modern than Baku; and the crane equipment
particularly was excellent. These cranes were being
used even though there were ships in the harbor with
modern gear, including a new vessel in the Russian
fleet equipped with deck cranes that had a 360° radius
and automatic hatch covers. Despite this modern gear
they still find that the use of the shoreside crane is
more efficient.
Odessa has a problem similar to that of San Francisco—it backs right up against the city. The port
area is somewhat narrow and consequently there isn't
room for large assembly areas. This will not be true
of the adjacent new port of Ilyitch. For example, in
an attempt to solve some of the storage problems on
the Odessa waterfront they have under construction
what would be a large 4-story warehouse. We were
frank to point out that our experience showed that
multi-storied warehouses and terminals don't pay off.
A breakdown in arr elevator or the sudden demand for
a quick cargo movement clogs the entire operation. We
made the same observation in Ilyitch when the Port
Director told us their plans to double-deck a huge
warehouse which had just been completed.
The engineer in charge of the warehouse operations
was a young woman who had just gotten her degree.
She was 22 years .old and, from the conversation we
found that she had turned down an office job. Her
reason was that she thought a few years of praetical
experience would be of greater value to her in the
long run.
We were told that 30 per cent of the work force were
either going to night classes or taking correspondence
courses. They fell into several groups: some were,
completing their secondary education; others were

At Leningrad the ILWU delegates met with trade Union officials to discuss dock operations,. structure and
oPeration • of the dock workers' union and special problems of cold weather.
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A lift jitney for barrels. An attachment to a lift
jitney, it grabs. and rolls full barrels during the loading .from 'the warehouse into- a covered freight car.
picking up additional technical skills which would result in promotions and higher pay; and still others
were attending night classes in an engineering college
in Odessa.
There are very clear inducements to further education for the port workers; Longshoremen attending
night classes do not have to work the swing Or graveyard shift. They also get an additional month- off with
. pay to' take examinations. They call this two Months
vacation with pay, adding together their regular vacation and the additional time with pay to take exams.
Actually it was not two months vacation, it was two
months of study. In some cases where longshoremen
have to get off early so as to get into Odessa for
classes, this too is arranged without reduction in pay.
This obviously becomes a pretty far-reaching system
of incentive to study while you work.
In Odessa we visited a special engineering school
which is devoted entirely to the shoreside end of the
maritime industry. This college is devoted to turning
out engineers in fields such as dock and warehouse
construction, loading and discharge of vessels, expediting the movement ,Of cargo in and out of port areas;
and ship repair. There are some 5,000 students-2,000
full time, the others in night classes or taking formalized correspondence courses.
Students for this engineering school are accepted
by competitive examinations, with a preference given
to dock workers with at least two years on the job.
Bakurski, is the Basin Chairman, who was our host
in our visit to Odessa and Ilyitch, a man of 45 and a
night student at this same engineering school. Bakurski told.us that,he had been a union official for some
10 years and wasn't sure he wanted to continue to run
for office, nor was he sure whether the membership
wanted him to continue, so he was training himself
for engineering work and a possible return to the job.

Leningrad Boasts
Modern Equipment
ENII\TGRAD IS a very modern port. As mentioned
above, it had to be rebuilt almost from scratch.
The reconstruction is still underway with an enormous
program of expansion. Efforts are also being made to
work vessels the year around, notwithstanding the ice
and frost. The atomic ice breaker "Lenin" is stationed
in Leningrad and we were to have been taken aboard
by the port director. Unfortunately the ship was at
sea when we arrived.
There seemed to be confidence that they will manage to work the port year round. Even if the port is
kept open year round, there will still be the problem
of restricting arrivals to vessels with adequate hull
strength. The Leningrad terminals are modern with
depressed sidings for railrOad cars and loading platforms for trucks. The dock storage facility is roomy
and well organized. Without doubt it will be one of the
great ports of the world when their plans are completed.
The port director's staff presented us with a booklet
showing various types of longshore equipment in
operation or in the process of development. We were
also shown many photographs of the same equipment
.at work. When, in looking through this material, we
mentioned the fact that some of the machines were
the same as those in use in the West Coast Ports, we
were told; "No, we are not-showing you the equipment
you have already—we are showing you the things you
don't have." It is obvious that they're extremely proud
Of keeping abreast of developments of every type of
equipment for cargo handling. They read all the technical journals and are strongly impelled to stay one
jump ahead of the West.
We inquired about the use of containers. They had
read a good deal about them but had not taken any
steps as yet to introduce them on Soviet ships. They
agreed that containers were a very efficient method
of cargo handling, but that they were concentrating
first on port construction and machinery for general
and specialized cal-go handling. They also pointed out
that the introduction of. containers would have to be
integrated with truck, railroad• and overseas cargo
handling.
In all the ports we visited people were friendly, cooperative, and readily answered our questions. We
Went where we pleased, and talked to whomever we

L

wanted to. We were asked many questions about operations in American ports.. No doubt but that eXehanges,
not only of trade unionists but of, operating personnel,
Would be of real value to the shipping fraternity in
bOth countries.
•
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Canadian Convention: Easing of Cold War Hailed
ANNUAL ODPVVENTiON
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(Continued from Page 1)
local has negotiated its own contract.
The ultimate aim was declared "to
bring all ILWU locals under one agreement, with two divisions, namely longshore and warehouse."
Describing automation as "our biggest problem," the convention declared
that ".1.abor should demand its fair
share of what is justly theirs. We do
not want World War III to be the solution to this problem."
ANTI-LABOR BILLS HIT
The resolution declared that labor
should demand "earlier retirement on
a pension that would give a reasonable
standard of living, thus giving our
younger generation a chance to find
employment."
Provincial anti-labor bills 43 and 123
were described as "class legislation ...
detrimental to all trade unions" passed
at the behest of powerful employer

groups.
The convention resolved to "call on
all organized labor . . . to organize a
campaign of action that will ensure
defeat of these bills at the earliest possible movement." •
Other resolutions urged federal aid
to education, improvement of dock
safety conditions on the British Columbia waterfront and labor representation on government agencies dealing
with labor problems. It was decided to
hold future area conventions every two
years instead of annually.
The Officers' Report to the convention noted several labor and political
struggles in which ILWU cooperated
closely with other Canadian unions.
NORTHLAND STRIKE
Particular emphasis was given to
the stand of ILWU in supporting the
Marine Engineers against Northland
Navigation and in defeating strike-
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breaking and scabbing by the SIU.
As a result, the report said, "the
SI.0 has come .into disrepute of the
whole labor movement in Canada, and
has been suspended from the Canadian
Labor Congress for its unprincipled
raiding and scabbing."
ANTE-SEIUITISM ASSAILED
Noting that Vancouver was once the
"Gateway to the Orient" and conducted
a flourishing trade with China, the re•
port noted: •
"It is peculiar, indeed, when Great
Britain, our historical partner, recognizes China, and has trade agreements
with them, and Canada does not."
The report hailed signs that the cold
war is easing, but sharply condemned
the resurgence of anti-Semitism in Germany, stating:
"On the one hand, we are pleased to
note that governments and leading political organizations are aware of the

demands of the people of the world for
peace. We are concerned though,' that
racial bigotry and intolerance is again
raising its ugly head, especially in
countries and organizations that were
responsible for the last war.
"Our union must speak out on these
issues, and call on the governments,
church and social organizations, along
with the entire labor movement, to put
an end to anti-Semitism and all racial
bigotry once and for all. The very foundation of peace and friendship are at
stake, and the people who promote intolerance are living with practices of
medieval times that must be stamped
out with slavery and witchcraft, in a
modern civilized world."
In addition to Robertson, the ILWU
international was represented by John
Maletta, executive board member, and
William Gettings, Northwest regional
director.

Oregon Democratic Meet Assails
Strike-Breaking, Urges Chinct Trade
SALEM, Ore.—The 300 delegates to
Oregon's first Democratic convention
in 66 years went on record for: China
trade; repeal of Taft-Hartley "and any
anti-labor provisions passed by the
1959 Congress;" and public fact-finding
in the Portland newspaper strike.
But although they applauded wildly
when keynote speaker, US Senator
Wayne Morse, spoke of peace and adjured them to let national convention
policy committees and candidates
"know how you want foreign policy
spelled out," peace did not get into the
platform.
PEACE LEFT OUT
The resolution on world peace,
brought to the meeting by the Coos
County delegation, was not adopted,
although other resolutions from that
group were endorsed and met the approval of the platform committee, appointed by state Democratic chairman,
Robert Straub. Some delegates said
they did not notice "peace was left out,"

until the convention was over. .
At the banquet Democratic national
chairman, Paul M. Butler, addressed
the meeting. He praised keynoter Morse
as "one of the greatest liberals of our
time," but then declared that the party
nominating convention would see to it
a candidate was put forward who would
insist that the United States "be a first
rate, first-place power, intent on winning the race for national survival."
Although disappointing in some respects, the convention represented a
grass roots effort to spell out popular
needs. The newspaper strike statement,
which passed unanimously, said the
party "abhors professional strike
breakers who work in plants under
strike conditions ... we also strongly
disapprove the refusal of the publishers
of The Oregonian and Oregon Journal
to Sitibmit" strike issues to "an impartial public body."
Only two delegates opposed the reso-

Repeal K-L-G Law, Coos Bay
Democratic Convention Urges
COOS BAY, Ore.—With a good cross
section of the county, including ILWU
members, as delegates and with Henry
Hansen of Local 12 acting as chairman,
Coos County's first Democratic Convention broke with old party double
talk to put Democrats here on record
for:
Sending a trade mission to "China;repeal of the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin, Taft-Hartley and Walter-McCarran
laws; abolition of the House un-American Activities Committee; support for
a pre-paid medical plan for social security pensioners (Forand-Morse bill);
removal of the disqualifying "20-20
Clause" from the state's jobless insurance law; investigation by the Kefauver
committee of pricing practices in the
drug industry; strong federal anti.lynch and anti-poll tax laws; and legislation making the importation of

professional strikebreakers an offense
punishable by state law.
The delegates also adopted a resolution urging that the United States
"regain the initiative in working for
world peace . . ,oppose nuclear bomb
testing . . . and move with determination to seek agreement on total world
disarmament."
The resolution on China trade was
adopted after Eugene Bailey, past president of Local 12, cited facts and figures, and pointed out that an ever
growing number of shipping and business firms are in agreement the time
has come to end the embargo.,
Other ILWU members active in the
two-day sessions were Valerie Taylor,
president of the Federated Auxiliaries,
who served on the convention resolutions committee; and Marg Grob, secretary of the Local 12 Credit Union.

lution on China trade, which passed
with less than a dozen dissenting votes
after a delegate who had lived in China
for 11 years said "whether we like it
or .not,, we have been trading with
China, through Hong Kong, for some
time." He also pointed out that hope of
peace is being handicapped by the feeling of the Chinese people we are their
enemy because of our refusal to trade
direct.
LABOR STAND DILUTED
Coos County's resolution on repeal
of the Kennedy anti-labor law was approved by the labor committee, but the
platform writers red-penciled the name
of the sponsors of the act.
In other actions, spearheaded by 40
resolutions from Coos County and 25
from Douglas, the convention approved
federal funds for education and port
development; abolition of capital punishment; greater political liberty for
public employees; and traditionally opposed a sales tax.
Henry Hansen of Local 12 led a fight
to win adoption of a plank on party
responsibility, under which candidates
running as Democrats will be obligated
to state which planks of the Democratic
platform they accept, and which they
do not.

Longshore Building
Officers Re-Elected SAN FRANCISCO — The. annual
membership meeting of the San Francisco Bay_ Area Longshoremen's Memorial Association, held February 9,
added 11 places to its board of directors, approved the annual financial report and re-elected Harry Bridges,
chairman of the board; Martin Callaghan, president; William H. Chester,
vice president, and George Walsh, secretary. The Association owns and operates the new dispatch hall and
administration building which houses
ILWU -Local 10 near Fishermen's
Wharf.

George Pickering,
long-time active
member and committeeman of Local
10, was honored at the February I
membership meeting when he retired
on a pension. Pickering was presented
with a watch and a picture of his IS
grandchildren by Henry Schmidt, ILWU
pension director. Schmidt expressed
the hope that Pickering, shown here
with one of his grandchildren, would
continue to give to the union the benefit of his experience and advice.

Honored

Budrovich Elected
To Head Local 33
SAN PEDRO—John Budrovich has
been elected as president of ILWU
Fishermen's Local 33. Other officers
are August Zuanich, vice president;
John Royal, secretary-treasurer; Frank
Burcina, business agent; Paul Serka,
chief patrolman; and George Stambuk,
sergeant-at-arms.
Trustees are August Zuanich, Daniel
Bozin and Anthony Zuvich. Executive
bo-ard members are August Zuanich,
Anthony Zuvich, Andy Fiamongo,
Steve Setka, Dominic Lieubetich, Paul
Serka, Nick Uglesich, John Marinkovich, Daniel Bozin and Sam Babajko.
Former business agent Mel Kolumbic
installed the new officers at the local's
January 18 meeting. Royal noted that
this was the first time in many years
Kolumbic had -not run for office and
praised his long service to the union.
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LITTLE'FISHES
piece coetg-- _

1116 SHUTS AND
BY

STUDY of returns from banding
operations conducted by "Ducks
Unlimited" revealed the mallard as the
"Mr. Smith" of the duck world. The
streamline pintail proved next most
numerous. A list of the other species in
order of abundance were as follows:
Blue-winged teal, lesser scaup,
shoveller, baldpate, canvasback, greenwinged teal, gadwell, redhead, ringneck
and ruddy.
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The oldest wild duck on record was
shot on the Sartain Ranch in California
on December 27, 1952. It was banded
at Lake Merritt, California, on December 8, 1932, making it over 20 years old
when downed.

This home in Kapoho villagewent up in flames like a box
of matches during eruptions of the great Kilauea volcano
on Hawaii Island. One ILWU member whose home was spared temporarily, but
finally succumbed to Madam Pele's "torch" was Rufo Cabalero. His home was
destroyed last week. He and his family evacuated to Pahoa as soon as the
volcano erupted on January 13.

Burned

Out

ILWU Members Spur Help
For Hawaii Volcano Victims
OLAA, Hawaii—The ILWU unit at
Olaa Plantation has spearheaded the
organization of a special emergency
committee within this rural community
to assist in any mass evacuation from

Morse Tells
Democrats to
Stress Peace
SALEM, Ore.—Peace is the great
issue facing the American voter today,
US Senator Wayne Morse told the state
Democratic Convention in a keynote
speech which received little if any
newspaper notice.
"We have a moral challenge facing
us. Nuclear war is immoral. ... Once
started it could destroy the whole human family," Morse told the convention.
A Democratic president in the White
House, he said, "could save anxious
and fearful people around the globe,
and protect our grandchildren." But he
would have to be a Democrat committed
to a "peace policy under the canopy of
the United Nations."
Tracing the steps toward peace taken
by Democratic presidents in the past,
the Senator paid homage to Woodrow
Wilson and Franklin D. Roosevelt as
"architects of the League of Nations
and the UN."
If nuclear weapons had not intervened, the UN might have driven war
from , the world. But another Democratic president used the bomb, "starting a nuclear arms race costing the
world powers 100 billion dollars a
year." .
Before the last election, a Democratic
candidate came out boldly, Morse said,
to stop the testing. "But that was four
years ago, and the arsenal still exists."
"A mistake or some irrational
leader, could trigger off a chain reaction" that would destroy mankind.
A 1960 president, "understanding the
nuclear age" would send peace loving
lawmakers and jurists to the United
Nations. He would "put the general welfare of mankind before the speCial interests of our nation."
"You, the people," Morse said, "could
determine foreign policy for the next
four years." But to do that, he stressed,
"you would have to spell out" planks
on peace including:
• Total universal disarmament, inspected and policed by the United
Nations since "reduction in arms has
never worked."
• Suspension of all missile, atom and
hydrogen bomb tests during the disarmament negotiations.
• Evidence of good faith, through an
immeduate ten per cent cut in military
spending.

areas in the Puna District endangered
by the volcanic eruption.
As this is written Halemaumau crater—Kilauea's famed so-called "drive
in" volcano on this island—erupted on
Sunday, February 7. The Kapoho volcano, in the meantime, is still alive,
although it has died down somewhat.
For fear of a volcanic steam explosion in the Kilauea area, the local
civilian defense agency has already
announced preparations for possible
mass evacuation of families to Mountain View, if it becomes necessary.
The Olaa emergency committee will
work with the OCD and Red Cross in
performing evacuation work. The union
has already offered the use of its headquarters in case of any eventuality.
FAMILIES EVACUATED
The Olaa union hall is ideal for such
purposes. It has kitchen facilities to
feed large groups and was used extensively during the 1958 sugar strike.
The committee has about 60 cars
lined up for "on call" duty.
The handful of ILWU members who
lived in lava-ravaged Kapoho have all
been re-located to either Pahoa or Olaa.
Most of them are staying with relatives
temporarily.
At least one of them, Esteban Veloria and his family, has definitely decided to move into a plantation home
in Olaa.
Among the old land marks in Kapoho which were over-run by lava last
week were the YBA (Young Buddhist
Association) building and the old Kapoho theater. These two buildings had
some tie-in with the history of ILWU
organization of sugar workers in 1944.
The YBA Hall was used for meetings, which had to be held in the light
of kerosene lamps because of no electricity in Kapoho. The theater was the
site of numerous movie showings under
Dave Thompson's ILWU Education Department movie program. Y. Nakamura, who owned the theater and a
general merchandise store, used to
make it available to the union. He
owned a gasoline generator.
FARM DESTROYED
The Mukai Farm, which also had
some connection with the ILWU, was
also destroyed. Mukai furnished fresh
produce to ILWU soup kitchens during
the 1948 Lockout and again throughout
the 1958 strike, in return for picket
duty assistance by union members on
the farm.
ILWU Member Robert Nakamura, an
Olaa Plantation truck driver, lost his
small "corner" grocery store, known as
the Uyeda Store, which was located
right in the heart of Kapoho village.
Pahoa ILWU members and their
wives, living in Pahoa, some eight miles
from Kapoho, pitched in and assisted
in evacuation work and also in feeding
the evacuees. Many of them worked
around the clock.

Emmett G. Leahy of Long Beach,
California, a member of Local 13, recalls that some of the greatest fishing
he's had in his life was at Yellowstone
Lake. Emmett used to visit there each
year but has switched his piscatorial
allegiance to Silver Lake in Mona
County. He says the cutthroat aren't
as big at Silver Lake but the limit is
larger. (The limit for the big cutts at
Yellowstone is three.)
The above photo sent in by Emmett
was a catch of cutts taken several years
ago. "Anyone of these cutthroat," says
Emmett,"would have made a meal and
they were all caught in an hour's
angling."
*
*

Here's the FISHERMAN'S LAMENT:
Backward, turn backward, Oh time in
your flight,
Please make 'em bite again, just for
tonight.
I've sat on this boulder for sixteen long
hours,
And baited with crawfish and doughballs and flowers,
And minnows and ryebread and liver
and bees. .
And grasshoppers and fishworms and
limburger cheese.
HEN OUR good friend and fishin'
And never a nibble, a jerk on the line ...
and huntin' buddy, Harold Bell,
Of sunfish, or sucker I've seen not a took the knot-tying plunge, he made
sign.
the slow walk down the long narrow
My arms are fried brown and my nose corridor after a whirlwind six years'
is burnt red;
courtship. (Rather impulsive fellow.)
My seat is worn thin and my legs are
Friends in attendance showed their
both dead.
appreciation after the ceremony by
My stomach is puckered and tied in a auctioning off the bridegroom's fishing
knot,
and hunting equipment. Bell put up a
I'm sick, disappointed, disgusted and violent struggle protesting the sale, but
the missus adopted a philosophical
hot.
I'm sore and I'm dirty, and thirsty and take-it-as-it comes attitude. Oh well,
Mr. Bell, there's always model airplane
stiff;
building.
I've lost my tobacco and ain't had a
*
*
*
whiff.
It's fourteen long hours by the road to
OME OF the duck hunters have
my shack;
better alibis than fishermen. Take,
To cold cream ... to comfort ... to fer instance the honker stalker who
was caught afield with a gun in hand
rest, and a snack.
Oh, backward,I guess, Is the way I shall but no license in the pocket. He was
taken before the judge, and when asked
turn,
for an explanation, produced a bankroll
For I have been fishing... I've had '
a
of $1,600 in cold cash. He declared he
good day;
needed the gun to protect the dough.
Now, all that I want is some grub and
The judge proceeded to relieve him of
the hay!
some!

W

S

*

*

!THE OLD belief that a whale spouts
water is a misconception. After
making a dive, the whale comes to the
surface, exhaling through his nasal
openings in the top of his head. This
column of warm air immediately condenses to water vapor upon contact
with the surounding cool atmosphere.
*

*

*

'Tis often said that fishing and hunting have never been considered as a
branch of medical science, but it can
sure cure many ills that pills can't
touch. Anyway, that's what I keep
tellin' the little woman.
*

We've always tried to point out in
these columns the advantage of getting
the youngsters interested in some sort
of outdoor recreation. Fishing, hunting
and camping are three ideal outdoor
pursuits to acquaint the young 'uns
with.
B. F. Potter of San Francisco, a
member of Local 34 introduced his son
Robert to the angling arts some years
ago when this photo was taken im the
Truckee river. Now the little angler,
according to Potter, would rather fish
than eat.
One group of people, who will attest
to the merits of the outdoor sports are
judges of juvenile courts. According to
them, rarely, if ever, will a youngster
come before them who participates in
the fishing or hunting pastimes with
their parents.

*

*

Your outdoor correspondent is always on the prowl for letters and
photos from union members. Hearing
from you is like "news from home."
If you will send
us a fishing or
hunting photo, we
will fire back a
pair of the illustrated SHYSTER
lures. Be sure to include a few words
as to what the photo is all about.
All members in good standing and
the members of their family are eligible
for this pair of lures. Send your photo
(it doesn't have to be a new one) to:
Fred Goetz
Dept. TD
920 S. E. 11th St.
Beaverton, Oregon
Please state your union affiliation.
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OST OF us can remember those
days when gangsters used to
roam the streets of the cities and force
small businessmen --- druggists and
cleaners and storekeepers and many
others—to pay "protection" money out
of their meager incomes—or else! The
hoods started with protection money—
and ended by taking over complete control of the business..
Now, instead of racketeers extorting
money unlawfully, there is a new kind of
racket in the land—and it is entirely
legal! It stems from the KennedyLandrum-Griffin law and the bonding
requirements of that anti-union legislation. And the authors of that law also
want to take over complete control of
the trade union movement.
Congress, in the name of "protecting"
the rank and file worker from his union officers, is asking the union member to pay enormous sums of money out
of his union treasury, out of his dues
money, in order to bond the officers of
his union.
The money must be paid out to specifically designated types of insurance
ILWU's big Warehouse Local 6 successfully and bonding companies, which are alrenewed an old custom January 30 when it lowed, under this law, to set the highest
More than 1,000 stewards, officials and premiums imaginable, even to fix prebanquet.
stewards'
annual
its
resumed
and dance, held at The Village in mium rates in such a way as to bleed
dinner
the
members of the local attended
union's treasury.
San Francisco, along with officials of the international union and other San a
If congressmen really had the interguests.
as
locals
Area
Francisco Bay
ests of the workers at heart, as they
keep saying with those great crocodile
tears of theirs, they would have gone
out of 'their way to make this bonding
problem as reasonable .and simple and
safe as possible. Instead, it has become
very expensive, and very complicated.
election at the plant last year.
(Continued from Page I)
is"the
said,
Duarte
down,"
new financial form that must be
The
"Boiled
on
first-hand
report
to
be in a position
sue in this strike is the right of the filled out by local officers, even in
the progress of negotiations.
The strike committee has been au- workers here to gain 6 little dignity smallest locals which don't have fulltheir right time officers, is eight pages long. It is
thorized to picket Safeway stores, but and a little security. It is
to be protected against favoritism and so detailed and so complex that it is
has not yet established picket lines,
being unlikely that the average officer elected
Union members throughout the West to raise grievances without
firing."
with
by the rank and file could understand
threatened
Roxbury
shun
were being urged to
Wages are also in dispute. Local 6 all its parts, and possible hidden gimcandy, which is produced at the San
2 cent pay increase micks,
/
is demanding a 121
Jose Safeway plant.
for one year retroactive to August 15,
SENIORITY HELD KEY
Local 6 President Charles Duarte as against a 14 cent increase spread
HAT ARE some of the results?
said company refusal to grant seniority over two years offered by the company.
Some unionists don't want to run
perest
pay,
ions,
holiday
Classificat
to its San Jose employees is the prinanymore. It gets too tough to
office
for
cipal issue which has stalled negotia- nods and other demands are also being handle; too complicated. They not only
the
Safeway
workers.
by
made
NLRB
tions since the union won an
have to make out intricate financial
reports; they have to swear as they
sign them that every item is true and
correct, and face perjury charges if
mistakes are made. In- other words,
they often are forced to put out even
more of the rank and file's money for
expert advice and lawyers' fees.
.Putting the whole thing down in its
Stockton Auxiliary
simplest terms, the government, under
Auxiliary Entertains
this act passed by an anti-labor conInstalls New Officers
At BC Convention
gress with the help of too damn many
AuxilILWU
—
Calif.
N,
STOCKTO
• VANCOUVER, BC — Auxiliary 30
people, has made rank and file
labor
installed
served coffee and cakes to the delegates iary 7 officers for 1960 were
even more difficult to achieve,
control
16
during the ILWU British Columbia area at a membership meeting January
up a gold mine for lawyers
opened
has
54.
Local
of
president
convention and then arranged a festive by John Rendell,
experts, has weakened deother
and
The auxiliary officers are Mrs. An- mocracy by discouraging rank and file
dance to wind up the deliberations.
thony Whitney, president; Mrs. George workers from taking a more active role
Lemon, vice. president; Mrs. Roy Har- in the running of their union. It is supBritish Columbia
rison, secretary; Mrs. James Shuffler, posed to help labor, but you won't find
District Council Meets
treasurer • Mrs. William Mills, memberparts
NARAIMO, BC—The British Colum- ship director; Mrs. Herman Schmidt, anything in the law or any of its
a dime, or
bia district council of ILWU axuiliaries marshal; Mrs. James Christensen, aimed at raising wages by
met here January 23. Emphasis was strike chairman. Trustees are Mrs. reducing work loads or providing one
the
put on the importance of political ac- Frank Jaworski, Mrs. Eugene Loas and iota more security to the man on
job.
tion work for all auxiliaries.
Mrs. Ernest Pahland.
Recently we have heard that the govPresent were nine delegates, and 13
ernment is asking the bonding compavisitors from five auxiliaries. Presiding
Eureka Auxiliary
nies to help enforce the law—in effect
officer was Emily Rotherwell of Prince
to help police the unions. The bOndsElects New Officers
Rupert.
EUREKA, Calif.—New officers of men can act as informers, could even
new
Auxiliary 29, Eureka, California for help frame up labor' leaders. The
Port Alberni Auxiliary
president; law allows the bondsmen to place a
Rossiter,
Alice
are
1960
Installs 1960 Officers
Neilsen, vice-president; Ruth veto on a labor leader!
PORT ALBERNI, BC—New officers Peggy
t, secretary; and Wilma , Think of it. The ranks elect a man
Blomquis
of Auxiliary 33 were installed in Jantreasurer.
to office, in a democratic election,withBrown,
uary by past president Mary Johnson.
a recognized voluntary association.
in
being
are
ls
educationa
of
series
A
PersThe officers include Mrs. Vivian
the law says the bonding Company
But
mainly
Meetings
coming
the
son, president; Mrs. Annis Mealey, vice planned for
the right to decide whether,a man
has
trade
a
of
function
the
with
concerned
recordSwabeck,
president; Mrs. Anne
community, and can be bonded. So, it isn't the voice of
ing secretary; Mrs. Barbara Archer, union, its place in the
unions in political the membership that makes the final
financial secretary; Mrs. Phillis Ca- the participation of
former candidate decision, but some punk in striped pants
Bair,
Tom
activity.
harel, marshal; Mrs. Mary Johnson,
County, will who can refuse to .bond. Bonding.comHumboldt
sick committee; and Mrs. Doreen for Assembly in s.
panies have the "right at any time to
discussion
the
lead
Mackie, social convener.

M

Warehouse Affair

Local 6 Strikers at Safe-way
In San Jose Holding Solid

ILWU Auxiliary News

withdraw the bond—even in the middle
of a strike or negotiation!
Over 15 million workers and their
families have a direct interest in unions, yet congress has given a few disgruntled individuals the right to sue
and raise hell with their unions; and
has helped a few starving millionaires
to make a few more million bucks with
this bonding business.
Here isa law that sets up all types
of diversions and roadblocks in the way
of unions doing the primary job they
were set up to do—to win the best
gains, the finest conditions, the greatest security, and the highest degree of
dignity for their members.
*.
HAT IS why this column said many
months ago that it would not be
possible to learn to live with this law,
and continue to be an honest democratic union at the same time. How
much better it would be if all unions
would agree to turn their backs on this
wrecking legislation. The law was put
over by the enemies of labor—and by
so-called "friends of labor;" even with
the help of some of labor's top brass.
No wonder that labor is more divided
since this law was passed than ever
before.
Well, in the ILWU we decided from
the beginning that this law could only
hurt our members, and we don't usually try to make deals with anything
that harms the rank and file; we have
too many positive and useful things
worth fighting for.
Just to mention a few, we would
much rather get together with other
unions to try to raise the minimum
wage from $1.00 to $1.25 an hour; and
raise social security benefits; and lower the minimum retirement age from
65 to 60 for men, and from 62 to 55 for
women. We would rather see industrial
accident compensation raised, and more
sickness and hospital benefits, and better schools and roads and paths to
peace and everything else that is good
for all of us. When we decided to challenge the
law through every possible legal channel, it was because we knew it could
only serve to try to break our treasury,
to eliminate our democratic tradition,
to discourage rank and file participation—and above all else, to try to divert
our attention from more important
trade union aims.
We simply don't intend to waste the
rest of our lives always fighting attacks. That is exactly what the authors
of anti-union legislation would like to
see us doing--lighting legal battles,
and cutting each other's throats. To
hell with them. We intend to spend our
time on the positive job that unions
were built to do in the first place—to
protect our pork chops, and to win
more and more all the time.

T

Local 63 Inducts
Women Members
WILMINGTON — In a first for the
West Coast, Shipsclerks Local 63 is organizing women office workers in the
Los Angeles Harbor area.
Local 63 won a 15 to 0 February 5
NLRB victory among women workers
at the Coast Terminal Company offices.
At the local's January 14 membership, J. R. Robertson, ILWU first vice
president, inducted 30 new members,
many of them women.

Answer to Who Said It?
Robert F. Williams in a comment
on the failure of efforts to indict,
the Mississippi lynchers of :Mack

Parker published in The Crusader,
a weekly serving the Negro Cornrpu_
'nay at Monroe,-N.

